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Abstract
We calculate the special and general relativistic effects of the Global Positioning System
(GPS), especially the effects depending on the small deviation of the orbit from the circular
one. This effect is well known but, to our knowledge, the detail of its derivation is not known
publicly. GPS is widely used in particle physics experiments and this letter may be useful
among this community.
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1 Introduction
The transmitter (Space Vehcle or Satellite) and receiver suffer many kinds of time corrections.
Indeed, the time delays of Space Vehcle (SV) are summarized as [1]
∆tSV = af0 + af1(t− toc) + af2(t− toc)2 +∆tr (1)
See page 92 of [1] for the definitions of afi and toc. These are irrelevant to this paper. Relevant
is the last term ∆tr, which is the the special and general relativistic effects due to the small
deviation of the real elliptic orbit from the complete circular motion with the same energy. The
relativistic time delay in the latter case is orbit-position independent and took into consideration
beforehand but that in the former case is position dependent and must be calculated at each
position of SV (hereafter we call it satellite). This deviation is well known as [1]
∆tr = −2
√
GM⊕a
c2
(E −M) = −2
√
GM⊕a
c2
e sinE. (2)
Here, G,M⊕, a, e, c, E,M are gravitational constant, mass of the earth, the major semi-axis of
the elliptic orbit, its eccentricity, light velocity, eccentric anomaly, mean anomaly, respectively,
whose detailed explanation is given later in Fig.1. The purpose of this letter is to derive this
equation explicily.
2 Special relativistic effect
In the inertial frames, the infinitesimal world interval of light propagation is given by
ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2 − dy2 − dz2 = 0 (3)
in any inertial frames with c = 3× 108 m/s. This interval is also described as
ds2 = (cdt, dx, dy, dz)


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1




cdt
dx
dy
dz


≡
3∑
µ,ν=0
ηµνdx
µdxν (4)
with x0 = ct, x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z. In the following, we will discuss the case where
the potential energy depends only on the distance r from a fixed point. In this case it is more
comvenient to adopt the spherical coordinates. In the spherical coordinates, Eq.(4) is represented
as
ds2 = c2dt2 − dr2 − r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2) = gµνdxµdxν , (5)
1
where
gµν =


1 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 − sin2 θ

 (6)
and x1 = r, x2 = rθ, x3 = rφ. Let us consider a train passing a platform with constant velocity
v. Consider the world distance of a fixed point p in the train from two frames, one fixed with
the platform (denoting quantities without dash) and the other fixed with the train (with dash).
The invariance of the world intervals gives
c2dt′2 = c2dt2 − dx2 − dy2 − dz2 ≡ c2dt2 − dl2 =
(
1− v
2
c2
)
c2dt2. (7)
That is, the clock t′ in the train runs slow relative to t in the platform by
dt′ =
√
1− v
2
c2
dt ≈
(
1− v
2
2c2
)
dt. (8)
Thus the clock moving with velocity v runs slow by
(
1− v2
2c2
)
per second relative to that in the
rest frame,
δt
t
= − v
2
2c2
. (9)
3 General relativistic effect
In this section, we consider the effect of gravitation. Let us consider two bodies motion with
the earth with mass M⊕ and the satellite with mass mass m(≪ M⊕). The time delay in the
satellite is considered in general relativity with weak field approximation. In this case, as we
know from text books on general relativity [2], we obtain the following relativistic corrections,
ds2 = (1− rg
r
)c2dt2 − (1 + rg
r
)dr2 − r2(dθ2 + sin2 θdφ2)
≈
(
1− rg
r
− v
2
c2
)
c2dt2 = c2dt′2. (10)
Here rg ≡ 2GM⊕/c2. t′ is the clock fixed at the satellite, where both velocity and gravitation
are zeros. The satellite takes a free falling motion and there the gravitational force vanishes.
Therefore, the clock in the satellite runs slow by
δt
t
= −1
2
(
v2
c2
+
rg
r
)
. (11)
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4 The deviation of the orbit from the circular motion
If the satellite orbit is exactly spherical, r and v are constants. However, the orbit is generally
elliptical and they are not constants. The force between the satellite and the earth is dominated
by the central force
F = −GM⊕m
r2
rˆ, rˆ ≡ r
r
. (12)
In this system the angular momentum L ≡ r× p is conserved, together with the satellite total
dynamical energy,
H =
1
2
mv2 − GM⊕m
r
, (13)
where we denote the energy by H, distinguishing it from the eccentric anomaly E.
. That is, the motion is coplanner and the sectorial velocity is conserved. This remains true
even in the general relativity. However, in real elliptical orbits, neither r nor v are constants. If
the relativistic corrections are performed in every stage of the orbit it is OK even in this case.
In the real GPS, the time delay due to circular motion is set on initially and the deviation from
circular motion is taken into account by measuring the eccentric angle E from the perigee (See
Fig.1). Hereafter we denote the time delay due to the deviation from the circular motion by ∆.
Figure 1: The deviation of the real elliptic orbit from the circular one.
Then
∆t
t
= −1
2
(
2v ·∆v
c2
+ rg∆
1
r
)
. (14)
Let us consider that the satellite is at the position p at t after it passed the perigee z at tz.
(See Fig.1). The real orbit is the ellipse whose measure and minor semi-axses are a and b,
respectively,
a =
p
1− e2 =
GM⊕m
2|H| , b =
p√
1− e2 =
L√
2m|H| . (15)
Here L ≡ |L| and p is the semiparameter, p ≡ L2
m2GM⊕
. It should be remarked that major
3
semi-axis depends only on the energy H and not on L. In Fig.1, the mean anomaly M is
M ≡ 2pi
T
(t− tz), (16)
where T is the orbit period, T = piGM⊕m
√
m
2|H|3
. (Hereafter we set t− tz as t.) Therefore, the
point y indicates the position if it took the circular motion. The eccentric anomaly E (therefore,
the position x) is defined by Fig.1. This E is proved to satisfy the Kepler’s law,
E −M = e sinE, (17)
by using the integrals H, L and the additional vector integral,
v × L+GMmr
r
= const vector. (18)
The last integral is the peculiar one appearing in the special form of potential, U(r) ∝ 1/r [3]
among generally rn potentials. Using equations of motion, you can easily check that the time
derivative of Eq.(18) indeed vanishes. The E satisfies the nonlinear equation Eq.(17) and is
meassured from the final result of the recurrence formula
Ej+1 = Ej − Ej − e sinEj −M
e cosEj − 1 . (19)
From the fact that the circle in Fig.1 is tangential to the ellipse at z and from Eq.(15), the
real elliptical and circular orbits have the same energy H,
Hellipse =
1
2
mvellipse(t)
2 − GM⊕m
rellipse(t)
= Hcircle =
1
2
mv2circle −
GM⊕m
rcircle
≡ H. (20)
Therefore ∆H = 0, Namely,
∆
(
1
2
mv2 − GM⊕m
r
)
=
mc2
2
∆
(
v2
c2
− rg
r
)
= 0. (21)
Then the deviation effects of velocity v and r are same. First, we calculate the deviation effect
of velocity.
∆tv
t
= −v ·∆v
c2
= − v
c2
∆r
t
= − 1
c2
v
a(E −M)
t
. (22)
The second equality comes from that fact that ∆v ≡
⌢
xy
t
by definition.
Also the velocity is approximated as the mean velocity
v =
√
GM⊕
a
. (23)
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Together with Eq.(17) and Eq.(23), Eq.(22) gives
∆tv = − 1
c2
√
GM⊕ae sinE. (24)
The calculation of the deviation effect of −1
2
∆
( rg
r
)
(≡ ∆tp) is not so simple as that of −12 ∆
(
v2
c2
)
(≡
∆tv). Fortunately, we know from Eq.(21) that ∆tp = ∆tv. Thus we obtain Eq.(2),
∆tv +∆tp = 2∆tv = −2 1
c2
√
GM⊕ae sinE. (25)
The precision of the formula Eq.(2) depends on the final difference Ej+1 − Ej in Eq.(19).
It depends on the algorithm not concerned with the relativistic effects [4].
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